Change log for April 23 2015

ANSI X12 rail export 358 set

ISA08 change USCP to USCXP

GS03 change USCP to USCP to USCXP

VID segment

Notes: delete number 4 due to referring to N10

Change number 2 to “a specific container may be reported more than once in the same consist if there are multiple MBL segments associated with the container,”

Change number 4 to “A specific container may be reported only once within the same consist either with One MBL segment or with multiple MBL segments”

MBL segment

Add note: If there are multiple MBL segments associated with a single container, the VID segment may be submitted for each MBL segment; or, the VID segment may be submitted once and all the associated MBL segments follow in a group

ANSI X12 rail export 309 set

ISA08 change USCP to USCXP

GS03 change USCP to USCP to USCXP